HIGHLIGHTS OF THE NEWS

Business Notes

SMALLSMITH & WAGON SHOPS

NEWSPAPER AD

CITIZEN.–LAPORTE, Penna. Thursday, October 20, 1898.

BATTLE GROWS DESPERATE

Politics for Breakfast, Dinner, and Supper is in Hallam.

WHISK WHISPER–

Muttering is burgeoning across Pennsylvania, and it cannot be denied that the wind is blowing favorably for the Democratic candidates. It appears that the Democrats have found an effective way to capitalize on the public's dissatisfaction with the Republican Party.

CLEANING HOUSE

Yes, we have been cleaning house, and find that we are overstocked with:

- Lace Pins
- Waist Rims
- Guff Buttons, Etc.

We have priced them one cent with them and will charge as low as a nickel for each. If you use them for anything in the way of adornment, you will get none too look over them.

LAPORTE AND ROSS COUNTY STABLES

Combined with the Commercial House, Third-class Houses and Bar. Rates reasonable.

Hotel Name: THOM A. HASKINS, Prop.
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